
WEST SUFFOLK COUNTRY FAIR. BURY ST EDMONDS
28th & 29th June 2014

I'll merge the report with the results for this show as it was a demonstration of our sport and did not count towards 
the Grand League.

Day 1. Session 1 -
Commentary Box – 0 : Commentary Tent - 1. 
Visibility poor so thankful of Janet who offered to score and be sat within the tent.
Get underway and then disaster as the sound system fails. Generator broken down so improvise.....yell at the 
audience !
Some great audience participation and banter, audience ideas – yell through a cone! Great merriment watching large 
lady yell, run from start to finish signs with stopwatch and then run to commentary tent to relay times and penalties 
to Janet.
Out of breath large lady eventually gets a working microphone back (at the end of the competition). Even more 
audience merriment listening to large out of breadth lady try to string a sentence together through the microphone to 
introduce the fabulous drivers and grooms before the lap of honour. Huge round of applause and cheering from 
appreciative audience.

Day 1. Session 2 -
Dry for parade, starts spitting for the first round and then the rain starts to get heavier. Philippa and Jeff bring in a 
coat for me before they start their round...... unusual action on husbands part !
Microphone in right hand, stopwatch in left hand and whistle attached to polo shirt. Heavy rain disintigrates running 
order clutched in right hand. 
Running commentary relaying the action to the amused audience who have by now taken shelter under the trade 
stand tents but are still viewing from afar. 
Philippa knocks a ball down so I look round the arena to realise I am stood on my own. Heard that saying, “A Captain 
goes down with his ship?”. 
Where's Ivor? …...stood in the tent keeping dry and laughing his head off and telling Robert not to worry, Carole will 
pick the balls up too!
Course back up thanks to large lady with microphone and deeply amused audience who have now taken to shouting 
support for large wet lady and we are ready for the next competitor, rain gets heavier.
Enter Helen and Kath, rain now bucketing down. Thunder & lightning bolts light up the sky and massive winds tear 
through the arena. A tornado whips the obstacles up into the air and they land in a heap. 
ABORT, I yell through the microphone. “Before Helen gets hurt, ABORT” 
Look up to see the drivers and their ponies legging it back to the boxes. No sign of Ivor or Robert so large lady with 
microphone legs it under the tent with Janet who incidentally is all warm and cosy and DRY.

SESSION
1

TURNOUT TIME FAULTS SESSION
2

TURNOUT TIME FAULTS

1st CHIP & DALE
KIM SCOTT

89.84 0 Drizzle REGGIE & RONNIE
SUE NEBBELING

111.06      5

2nd GROMIT
PHILIPPA SCOTT

93.15 0 Rain BEANOAK KELTIC PRINCE
PHILIPPA SCOTT

99.60 0

3rd BEAUTY & THE BEAST
LUCY SCOTT

94.65 10 Heavy
Rain

LOLA
NAOMI ELLIS

132.69 5

4th MADDIE
HELEN FAULKNER

96.60 0 Thunder
Lightning

CHIP & DALE
KIM SCOTT

99.69 10

5th LOLA
NIGEL SYCAMORE

100.50 0 Storm &
Tornado

MADDIE
HELEN FAULKNER

ABORTED

6th GINNY
ELLA PARKER

104.69 10 End of the
world !!

BEAUTY & THE BEAST
LUCY SCOTT

DUE TO

7th REGGIE & RONNIE
SUE NEBBELING

109.94 0 Seek
shelter

GINNY
ELLA PARKER

WEATHER

8th RONNIE & REGGIE
HAYDN NEBBELING

115.88 10 Warm
drinks

RONNIE & REGGIE
HAYDN NEBBELING

CONDITIONS

Marooned in commentary tent with Janet until Jeff drove car across to pick us both up. Devastation back at the lorries
with soggy equipment and poor Sue's beds, bedding and clothes wet through and her gazebo went the same way as 
our course equipment which isn't aero dynamic at the best of times! Day 1 wiped out but a fabulous roast dinner that 
evening with 45 people all crammed into a tent in youth hostel format!!



Day 2. Session 3 -
Wake up to sunny conditions and a forecast which is promising (how wrong they can be). 
Discussed trialling a handicap system for ponies 40” and under as this is a demonstration. Allow 10secs advantage for 
very small ponies and discuss the outcome at the end of the session and work out the prize order in both ways to 
evaluate.
Large lady with microphone, stopwatch and whistle and our course builder, Ivor,  has found his way back to the arena 
although it is noted he hovers at the boundary fence ready to seek shelter !! 
Robert on the other hand prefers to be in the centre of the action (literally on three occasions) and as he now walks 
everywhere with his stick in hand it is noted when he lays it down to adjust part of the course his stick goes missing! 
Who can the culprits be? It's the parade so anyone could have done it but Kim Scott & Wendy Scott (no relation) are 
grinning too much for my liking.
It starts to rain.
Good sport shown by all the drivers with special note to Haydn Nebbeling (13yrs) on his very first competition drives. 
He even beat mum in one of the sessions. Also Naomi Ellis who took the reins of crowd favourite Lola the Shetland 
pony and drove very confidently although she does need to practice accuracy and length of vehicle behind little Lola 
when she gets home. Ella Parker was in a league of her own out of the juniors when driving Philippa's pony Ginny but 
just had the one down. Lucy Scott came back into form having suffered a couple down on day one to take the session
emphatically with Yummy Mummy Kim Scott who remains on good form in second. The handicap of 10secs did prove 
a little too influential as the arena was small so the results in the third session reflect the influence of those times.

Day 2. Session 4 -
Rain stops on and off but more on I'm afraid and heavy all the time. Discussed trialling a 5sec handicap this time and 
see how that works for the littlies. Charlie the owner of the event company is remarkably good humoured and he and 
his daughter have enjoyed a ride on the back of Helen's carriage after handing out rosettes after the third session.
Last demonstration, the parade gets underway and it starts raining heavily once more.
Large lady is ready in the arena with microphone, stopwatch but has ditched the whistle (not enough hands and now 
lost the plot!). Ivor and Robert in place (a bonus) and after a short parade (audience now very depleted but a whole 
load of support from the Knights of Old and the fairground boys) we get underway with the competition and once 
more the drivers and their grooms did not disappoint and gave an excellent competition. The 5sec handicap worked 
more fairly it was agreed.
Special, special mention to super duper grooming from Wendy Scott for Kim Scott (no relation). Wendy hasn't 
groomed since about 1897 (when Ivor drove) but she hadn't forgotten a thing and dived down each side of the 
carriage like a woman possessed to probably help Kim be the most consistent competitor over the two days once 
again. I am reliably informed though that Wendy will be seeking compensation for damaged thighs from the Scotts 
with the extra detriment that Ivor is enjoying rubbing in the embrocation on her bruises!!!
Lucy once more headed the session with Kim just behind and Ella driving a blinder to finish third. Philippa and Kelly 
were fourth and he went so much better at Suffolk with local lad Nigel Sycamore in fifth and Sue getting it together 
with little Ronnie & Reggie in sixth. 
It has to be said how brilliant everyone was in such trying conditions and it was so bad we all just laughed and joked 
the whole weekend through. 
Little did we know when we arrived on Friday evening and Bling Diddy dog piddled on Kim Scott's leg and then when 
she took her shoe off Sue's huge rottweiler came and piddled on her shoe, that water was to play such a key part in 
the whole weekend!!
SESSION

3
TURNOUT Normal Adj

Handicap
SESSION

4
TURNOUT Normal Adj

Handicap

1st BEAUTY & THE BEAST
LUCY SCOTT

77.91 1st BEAUTY & THE BEAST
LUCY SCOTT

82.57

2nd CHIP & DALE
KIM SCOTT

83.12 2nd CHIP & DALE
KIM SCOTT

86.13

3rd LOLA
NIGEL SYCAMORE

99.60 89.60 3rd GINNY
ELLA PARKER

89.47

4th RONNIE & REGGIE
HAYDN NEBBELING

101.25 91.25 4th BEANOAK KELTIC PRINCE
PHILIPPA SCOTT

91.75

5th LOLA
NAOMI ELLIS

101.37 91.37 5th LOLA
NIGEL SYCAMORE

97.78 92.78

6th GINNY
ELLA PARKER

93.13 6th REGGIE & RONNIE
SUE NEBBELING

98.18 93.18

7th REGGIE & RONNIE
SUE NEBBELING

104.60 94.60 7th RONNIE & REGGIE
HAYDN NEBBELING

105.44 100.44

8th BEANOAK KELTIC PRINCE
PHILIPPA SCOTT

101.31 8th MADDIE
HELEN FAULKNER

103.81

9th MADDIE
HELEN FAULKNER

106.19 9th LOLA
NAOMI ELLIS

115.25 110.25


